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MIA/BAL 
- 37- 17/20- BAL -3 
- Don’t play this game- no reason 

 
MIN/CLE-- London 

- 37.5-- 23/14-- MIN - 9 
- MIN -- 7, 2, 16, 14 
- CLE-- 31, 12, 19, 32 
- I think the Keenum/Thielen pairing is ideal, I realize that we got burned by Mariota last 

week but this pass def is still bad and will funell towards pass game 
- Keenum in a plus matchup with TB scored 28, but I think there is a ceiling here without 

Diggs, and that is a concern 
- Thielen and rudolph alone are solid options, as well as Vikes d 

 
 
INDY/CINCY 

- 41-- 15/25 -- CIN - 10.5 
- Indy-- 29, 31, 29, 23 
- Cinci-- 13, 14, 13, 4 
- We have to be aware- INDY continues to give up the most points of all teams in the NFL, 

and this correlates extremely well with FPS to all positions,  
- Mixon is complicated- but here’s the deal- he’s been the leader in the basckfield for a 

while, bernard is second but Hill will still get some carries-- annoying but the truth is 
Mixon owns the 10 yard line leads the team in OPPs inside the 10, it’s setting up 
perfectly for Mixon game 

- As for passing game? AJ obviilsy but Bradnon LaFell jumped to 24% tgt share in last 2 
weeks for Dalton, could be a nice cheap pivot 

- I like Cincy d in a bounceback here as well  
 
CAR/TB 

- 44.5-- 21/23--  TB-2.5 
- CAR- 11, 4, 10, 6 
- TB-- 32, 20, 32, 11 
- This could be a massive score, or massive disappointment -- listen CAR hasn’t allowed a 

ton of scoring but they have a better passer rating than SF it’s not that good of a passing 
defense- 34 to Brees, 30 to Brady, 24 to Stafford, 28 to Wentz-- I think this is a 
contrarian spot to go to Winston/Evans in a winnable matchup 

- I know we should be interested in Cam, I know, I just dont know that we should think he 
will play well on the road against anyone 

- Then again, he was in a really good spot against NE and I said the same thing- I’m going 
to remain neutral here- good matchup, not an efficicny QB 
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PITT/DET 

- 45--- 24/21-- PITT - 3 
- PITT- 6, 8, 4, 8 
- DET-- 10, 22, 11, 27  
- I kind of love this game-- Bell in a great position will be a cash game must can’t ignore 

the volume 
- Also- Darius slay will shadow but likely not 100% of the time, and he can shred great 

coverage anyway--  
- I think that stafford will struggle, but they have had an extra week to prepare and he will 

be a little more healthy, that’s a plus 
- What you want is for the Lions to keep this competitive  

 
HOU/SEA 

- 45.5-- 20/25-- SEA - 5.5 
- HOU-- 19, 3, 21, 13 
- SEA-- 2, 9, 6, 21 
- This is a tough spot for Watson, I don;t think we need to go here with anypieces of this 

offense, this is the toughest test he will face and the rush d is back up to snuff 
- As for seattle? Russ at home? I think that’s it 
- Maybe doug but I have a feeling that the HOU pass d will be more prepared 

 
OAK/BUF 

- 46-- 21/24-- BUF - 2.5 
- OAK-- 24, 16, 22, 17 
- BUF-- 5, 11, 14, 19 
- This game has the over written all over it 
- First off-- EJ gaines is out, and that is huge for the passing game, this was a big spot for 

AJ green, we are going to get after Cooper/Crabtree for I like the crabtree for sure 
- On Buf, You have to be interested in McCoy, I think that there is a lot to like here we saw 

Melvin Gordon gash this team on the ground and on 6 receptions with two receiving 
TDs, hunt did plenty as well 

 
ATL/NYJ 

- 46.5 -- 25/21-- ATL - 4 
- ATL-- 17, 29, 15, 5 
- NYJ-- 28, 28, 24, 29 
- Jets are an easy targt and I think people will lean on them, but ATL underperforming in a 

massive way -6 below expectations scoring about 21 pts per game 
- I think we have to attack Julio here, there is no way they don’t continue to try and use 

this as a get right spot-- 3 tgts in the redzone 
- I also think that Freeman is in play -- obviously, we know that he is the bellcow, had two 

rough weeks but should be in positive gamescript here  
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- Sanu in a good spot too- NYJ allwing plenty of produciotn on short routes 
 
SF/PHI 

- 47.5 -- 17/30-- PHI -13 
- SF-- 26, 32, 18, 3 
- PHI-- 20, 5, 26, 24 
- Okay okay Carson wentz sure, big spot 
- Probably a good jeffery week too, dont sleep a blount though, still leading team in 

carries, but smallwood had more YPC, both intersting 
- Can we talk about the dak/wentz debate? 

 
CHI/ NO 

- 48-- 19/28 -- NO - 9 
- CHI- 9, 13, 5, 15 
- NO-- 15, 26, 12, 18 
- I think the kneejerk reaction here will be “Drew Brees v the Bears!’ Not so fast, this team 

has been tough against passers and havent faced any really good one’s lately, don’t get 
me wrong, but I worry that John Fox will squeeze the ball and this game will go to the 
under 

- What’s interesting is possibly Jordan Howard- saints have allowed 52% rushing success 
rate across the entire face of the entire def line, nearly 4.8 YPC 

- We’ve seen howard have big games against PIT and BAL, this could be another pound 
them to death type game 

 
LAC/NE 

- 48.5-- 20.5/28 -- NE-- 7.5 
- LAC-- 4, 25, 20, 1 
- NE-- 30, 24, 28, 23 
- At first glance this is an intenesly good spot for the backs and for me-- Dion Lewis and 

melvin Gordon-- my question is can we do gordon on the road? 
- Answer has to be yes, he led the team in snaps in OAK and NY in close games, this will 

be a close game and Gordon sees big opps in these games 
- Pats still allowing nearly 70 yds receiving per game as well to backs 
- I think this could be a Kennan Allen game as well Pats allowing plentyof yardage 

underneath, we saw it from Sanu, allen could be in same spot  
- AS for the pats? Dion lewis week? Dare I say? We have seen fast shifty backs do 

damage against this team- hunt, Gallman 
 
DAL/WSH 

- 50 -- 26/24 -- DAL -2.5 
- DAL-- 27, 23, 24, 16 
- WSH-- 16, 7, 2, 28 
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- This is s agreat spot for Kirk  and Crowder, the Cowboys pass def stills truggling with the 
short stuff and crowder popped last night with 6 tgts-- he’s had success here in the past, 
but I think the best place to go is likely a healthy Jordan Reed 

- As for cowboys? Yeah I mean we gotta think that Dak is in play here, as well as Zeke 
volume is too good 

- The way to attack WSH is through TE though, witten in a good spot for sure 
 
 
 
MONDAY:DEN/KC 

- 44--- 18/25 -- KC- 7.5 
- DEN-- 12, 1, 9, 20 
- KC-- 22, 10, 31, 9 
- I have a bad feeling about DEN, Siemian seems to be a victim of this line getting banged 

up and they are not scoring enough 
- They will have to throw the ball  
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